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DRM

▪
▪

VS.

MISSION PLAN

We have been working from various versions of the Design
Reference Mission (DRM-C is most recent)
The DRM is the basis for OSIRIS-REx to show that we can meet
all of our requirements
• We have to show that if do everything in the DRM, we meet our

requirements
• We have to show that we CAN do everything called out in the
DRM
▪

We are now generating a mission plan, which is what we
actually expect to do in the mission

GENERATING
▪

THE

MISSION PLAN

The DRM is not necessarily the best way to satisfy the mission
requirements
• The DRM was success oriented; if data collections were missed,

it took a lot of time to generate new trajectories to recollect the
missed data.
• We now need a plan that recognizes there is a lot of incentive to
collect a sample before we get too close to the Sun
o

The sample can get too warm (The Line in the Sand)

WHEN DO WE MAKE CHANGES?
▪
▪
▪

My “Back Pocket” list of options was generated to avoid
“churn” of the spacecraft team.
Now that DRM is fixed and hardware is built, we can at least
talk publicly about the options.
Still a concern about do we go through a formal approval
process now or after launch.
• I argued for at least approving the simple ones now.
o

We could be generating a lot of extra data and generating it
earlier, and people need to plan their Phase E activities for them

• Some argued for waiting until after launch
o

▪

Same concern about working the LM team

Plan is we have a “parking lot” for options approved
informally, but formal process is after launch

STRATEGIC PLANNING
▪

We have a strategic planning process to look ahead at mission
plans well into the future
• As we get close to Bennu, the meetings will happen weekly
• We will begin our strategic planning process in October of this

year and meet monthly
▪
▪

First meeting will be to acquaint people with the process and
to discuss changes to the mission plan that are on the table.
Membership is still TBD, but from the science side will include
at a minimum a representative from each working group and
one from each instrument.

DETAILED SURVEY STATION RE-ORDERING
▪

DRM Rev C order
• 8:40pm
• 3:00pm

• 10:00am
• 3:20am

• 6:00am
• 12:30pm

• 6:00pm

• Proposed order
• 3:00pm
• 3:20am
• 12:30pm
• 10:00am
• 6:00am
• 8:40pm
• 6:00pm

DETAILED SURVEY LIGHT
▪

▪

Part of the rationale for changing the order of stations is to
get the ones that are the biggest schedule drivers for site
selection completed first.
But we may get forced into performing a Detailed Survey Light
• If we fall into safe mode or otherwise get behind schedule, we

may need to cut out some of the planned observations.
▪

If we are forced to cut stations from Detailed Survey, we must
cut them from the end.
• We cannot re-order the stations without a lot of re-planning.
• It is relatively easy to plan on eliminating some stations and

going directly into Orbital-B, which follows Detailed Survey.
▪

Presentation from Brian Sutter on DS-light is in back-up slides

SCIENCE IMPLICATIONS
▪

OF

STATION ORDER

The thinking now is that we may cut the last 3 or 4 stations if
we are forced to go with DS-light.
• Thus the order of stations is important from a science

standpoint as well.
• Considering that station 4 may not make the cut, what we do for
station 4 may get a lot of debate in the science groups.
o

Currently station 4 is the 10:00 am station, which is the best
station for organics
▪

o

This station may be of high interest for the Sample Science Group.

The Spectroscopy Group should prepare its arguments for the
desired order.

RISK-REDUCTION OPTIONS
▪

FOR THE

MISSION PLAN

Many of the options I and others have proposed are aimed at
collecting data earlier than planned in the DRM
• Often these data are not of the same quality as planned
• But getting similar, if not quite as good, data earlier can be

valuable.
• These data can be especially valuable if we miss collecting data
later, we may find what we have is “good enough”
• The data can also help significantly in planning future
observations
o
o

We may find some areas need extra attention
We may find some areas are not at all suitable and need no
attention for site selection

Phase(s)

Desired Change
Rationale
Add OTES and OVIRS data collection
whenever we are collecting other data Data may not be needed to satisfy
All phases
by default. Do not collect data when
requirements, but could prove useful
there is a good reason not to do so.

ScienceApproach

Orbital-A

Not much of a cost to collecting these
extra data

The uncertainties on the burn may be
enough that Bennu may quickly fall
outside the PolyCam FOV.
If any satellites are found to be a
potential hazard, it will narrow down
Doing so will allow us to get a better
the search area needed to get a third
Take satellite images on successive
orbit determination to see if any
set of images to better determine the
days to get better orbit determination.
satellites are a potential hazard.
orbit. Anything we can do to prevent us
from interrupting the approach
timeline is worthwhile.
Without a late update, the uncertanty
Add a downlink soon after AAM3 to
The FOV of OVIRS is small, and we need from the AAM3 burn looks to be so
allow a late update for pointing of
a late update to keep from having to
large we will need over 100 lines of
OVIRS.
make a very large mosaic
slews to find Bennu with the OVIRS
FOV.
These data will be much better than
Add OLA data, especially for polar
those obtained during Preliminary
Should be easy to do.
coverage
Survey and will greatly help refine the
shape model

Science- Take MapCam images following AAM3 This action is to make sure we get
Approach in addition to PolyCam
Bennu in an OCAMS FOV.

ScienceApproach

Comments

Phase(s)

Desired Change

Rationale
The MapCam images will provide
context for the PolyCam latitude bands
Add nadir-point MapCam and PolyCam if we do them. The nadir-point
Orbital-A
imaging
PolyCam images will provide a first
look at high spatial resolution (but at
random locations)
Provides very early high-spatial
resolution data for risk reduction.
Provides global data at nearly the siteOrbital-A Add PolyCam imaging in latitude bands specific Orbital-B spatial resolution.
Helpful in eliminating areas of
consideration and in assessing the
viability of NFT- vs. LIDAR-guided TAG.

Detailed Change order of stations to optimize
Survey for data-based decisions

We can optimize site selection timing
by taking the more important data
earlier.

Comments
Very easy to implement. We may need
to be concerned about focus lifetime if
we alternate between both cameras
too often.

Can be planned well in advance. Nav
uncertainties can be handled simply by
time changes. Pixel size is 1.75 cm, so 5cm rocks can be seen much earlier than
as currentlly planned in Orbital-B.
It would make sense to see if we can
get the highest priority stations done
first for another reason. If we have to
eliminate some stations for schedule
reasons, it is MUCH easier to eliminate
them from the end of the sequence not
the middle but that may make it harder
to get into orbit if the last station is
removed.

Phase(s)

Desired Change

Rationale

We have a requirement to measure
thermal inertia on the sites (MRD-540),
but the current plan has imaging in the
Collect site-specific data with OTES via morning and afternoon when the time
Orbital-B a raster scan of sites on the dark
of day is not very useful in
hemisphere
discrimination between thermal inertia
models, i.e. a wide range of therma
inertias have similar temperatures
around 8 am and 4 pm.

Recon

Early Checkpoint rehearsal

Orbital-B LIDAR-guided TAG autonomous state
or Recon estimation checkout

Orbital-B NFT-guided TAG autonomous state
or Recon estimation checkout

To pull in this first rehearsal to ensure
our likelihood of successfully TAG’ing
before the Line In The Sand. In
addition, this potentially gives the
Science Team another handful of days
to do the final site selection.
Checkout of state estimation function
early provides confidence that this
function will perform as expected for
TAG rehearsals and sample collection.
Checkout of state estimation function
early provides confidence that this
function will perform as expected for
TAG rehearsals and sample collection.

Comments
Only one additional scan per site is
needed, e.g 7 pm or 4 am, to get the
biggest sensitivity to thermal inertia
differences. At a range to the surface of
800 meters, the FOV of OTES is 6.4
meters. These data will satisfy the
spatial resolution requirement on
thermal inertia, and they will do a
better job on the accuracy of the
thermal inertia map (though we have
no requirement on accuracy).
If we tried to do this before we conduct
the radio science campaign, our gravity
uncertainties could make the execution
of the checkpoint rehearsal unsafe.
May not be comfortable doing this
before we have experience with at
least one recon pass, since recon is a
simpler version of the CP rehearsal.
Performed in the "background" during
an existing Recon pass.

Performed in the "background" during
an existing Recon pass.

Phase(s)

Desired Change

Rationale

Comments
We can do this work approx 5 months after launch and
We cannot afford major errors in executing our first
look for Earth Trojan Asteroids at the same time. The
raster scan on approach since approach observations are
time will be selected when the sun angles during the
very time consuming to repeat later.
imaging are similar to those expected at Bennu.

Cruise

Approach satellite survey simulation

Cruise

Orbital A and B simulation . Duplicate one
full 24-hour day of Orbital B with several sitespecific imaging activities, and duplicate
another day of Orbital B/A with several
latitude-band activities. We will interleave
NavCam images to check for thermal
distortions and their influence on coalignment

We may not know until we get to Bennu whether the
latitude bands will work for Orbital B, so we need to
plan and be prepared for both. This activity will monitor
the extent of thermal distortions of the deck and will
allow us to calibrate the camera co-alignments.

Cruise

Baseball diamond (BBD) simulation .
Simulate a full two-day activity of the
northern pass for the BBD

The BBD activity will likely be more complicated than
originally envisioned. Doing this test in cruise will both
test our ability to plan complicated activities as well as
check our thermal models to see if we can conduct two 5hour observations in less than 24 hours.

Cruise

Detailed Survey 12:30 pm simulation .
This observational activity at Bennu is the most
Simulate a 5-hour activity to both check the
challenging from a thermal standpoint (not counting
thermal models as well as to check variations
Recon or TAG, of course)
in co-alignment of cameras.

Cruise

Determine settling time following slews.
Slew at several different rates, including the
very slow rate suggested for the satellite
survey, and take images soon before and for
several minutes after stopping to see how
long it takes for the pointing to settle.

The latitude-band activity in Orbital B will be identical to
that of Orbital A so the latitude band activity in cruise
will apply to both. Orbital A is the prime time to move to
landmark navigation and knowing the nature of coalignment variations before we arrive will be very
important.

At this point it is not clear if a more rapid slew with
longer time to settle is better or worse than a very slow
We may want to integrate a jitter test with this as well,
slew time with less time to settle. If we could avoid
i.e. after settling is complete, take pictures at a high rate
having to set a slow slew acceleration rate, it could
to see how much jitter we have.
simplify ops and we may need to optimize the slew
times for the satellite search in order to finish in time.

Phase(s)

EGA

Desired Change

Soon after EGA, image near Earth to look for
scattered light

Add OTES and OVIRS data collection
whenever we are collecting other data by
All phases
default. Do not collect data when there is a
good reason not to do so.

Rationale

Comments

The time will be set for when Earth brightness is
We need to know our sensitivity to detect satellites near comparable to Bennu brightness for the satellite
Bennu, and we need to have a good measure of how
searches. We can probably use the same routine as that
sensitive PolyCam (and MapCam) are to scattered light. expected for one of the satellite searches at Bennu.
According to Bashar, it will be about 1 week after EGA.
Data may not be needed to satisfy requirements, but
could prove useful

Not much of a cost to collecting these extra data

The desire is to get images when Bennu is about 100
pixels across, which happens at about 370,000 km.
Testing has shown that getting early images of Bennu
PolyCam is the OpNav camera at this time, and we can
Cruise- Take early PolyCam images for shape model
when the phase angle is large are very helpful in getting have confidence that Bennu will be in the camera FOV.
Approach every 10 deg of rotation.
the SPC started for the shape model.
Bennu is illuminated on the other hemisphere at this
point which is a big help to SPC so they can see the
"other side" of any hills.
Take satellite images on successive days with
These ranges to the surface provide comparable sized
Cruise- PolyCam at a range of about 5,000 km and
The two different ranges correspond to the 1-m and the
FOVs to those of MapCam in the baseline satellite
Approach 1000 km to get an early detection of possible
10-cm satellite searches.
search
satellites.
These data will provide data at high phase angle that will Because the OVIRS FOV is small, it may require
Cruise- Collect OTES and OVIRS data a few days
complement data taken after AAM3 at close to zero
additional pointing depending on how accurate our
Approach before AAM3
phase
targeting will be at this point.

CRUISE OPTIONS
Phase(s)

Desired Change

Rationale

Comments
We can do this work approx 5 months after launch and
We cannot afford major errors in executing our first
look for Earth Trojan Asteroids at the same time. The
raster scan on approach since approach observations are
time will be selected when the sun angles during the
very time consuming to repeat later.
imaging are similar to those expected at Bennu.

Cruise

Approach satellite survey simulation

Cruise

Orbital A and B simulation . Duplicate one
full 24-hour day of Orbital B with several sitespecific imaging activities, and duplicate
another day of Orbital B/A with several
latitude-band activities. We will interleave
NavCam images to check for thermal
distortions and their influence on coalignment

We may not know until we get to Bennu whether the
latitude bands will work for Orbital B, so we need to
plan and be prepared for both. This activity will monitor
the extent of thermal distortions of the deck and will
allow us to calibrate the camera co-alignments.

Cruise

Baseball diamond (BBD) simulation .
Simulate a full two-day activity of the
northern pass for the BBD

The BBD activity will likely be more complicated than
originally envisioned. Doing this test in cruise will both
test our ability to plan complicated activities as well as
check our thermal models to see if we can conduct two 5hour observations in less than 24 hours.

Cruise

Detailed Survey 12:30 pm simulation .
This observational activity at Bennu is the most
Simulate a 5-hour activity to both check the
challenging from a thermal standpoint (not counting
thermal models as well as to check variations
Recon or TAG, of course)
in co-alignment of cameras.

Cruise

Determine settling time following slews.
Slew at several different rates, including the
very slow rate suggested for the satellite
survey, and take images soon before and for
several minutes after stopping to see how
long it takes for the pointing to settle.

The latitude-band activity in Orbital B will be identical to
that of Orbital A so the latitude band activity in cruise
will apply to both. Orbital A is the prime time to move to
landmark navigation and knowing the nature of coalignment variations before we arrive will be very
important.

At this point it is not clear if a more rapid slew with
longer time to settle is better or worse than a very slow
We may want to integrate a jitter test with this as well,
slew time with less time to settle. If we could avoid
i.e. after settling is complete, take pictures at a high rate
having to set a slow slew acceleration rate, it could
to see how much jitter we have.
simplify ops and we may need to optimize the slew
times for the satellite search in order to finish in time.

OSIRIS REX DETAILED SURVEY REORDER
RESULTS

BRIAN SUTTER
LM FDS
7/9/2015
FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015

OVERVIEW
• A Potential Simplification of Detailed Survey was

Identified to Place the 4 Highest Priority Stations Early in
the Sequence
• Should Schedule become tight, a decision to remove the
last 3 stations could be made to save 21 days.
• Reduces Schedule Pressure on Early Data for Map
Generation.
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ASSUMPTIONS
• Launch Mass = 2110 kg
• Assume Launch on Day 10 of Launch Period
• Mass at Begin Preliminary Survey = 1405 kg
• Nominal GM = 5.2
• SRP Area = 12.11 m^2
• Coef of Reflectivity = 1.12636

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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BASELINE SEQUENCE

OF

OBSERVATIONS
1) 8:40 PM

4) 3:20 AM

5) 6:00 AM

7) 6:00 PM

2) 3:00 PM
3) 10:00 AM
6) 12:30 PM

View From Above North Pole
FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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NOMINAL BASELINE RANGE PROFILE

8:40 PM

3:20 AM
6:00 PM
6:00 AM

3:00 PM

10:00 AM
12:30 PM

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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REORDER

WITH

HIGHEST PRIORITY STATIONS FIRST
6) 8:40 PM

2) 3:20 AM

7) 6:00 PM

5) 6:00 AM

1) 3:00 PM
4) 10:00 AM
3) 12:30 PM

View From Above North Pole
FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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VIEW FROM ABOVE 6PM TERMINATOR

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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VIEW FROM SUN

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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REORDER RANGE
M8D

Range (km)

M6D

MANEUVER LOCATIONS

M9D

M7D

3:00 PM

WITH

M14D
M10D

3:20 AM

M11D M12D

12:30 PM

M15D

M16D

M17D

M18D

M13D

10:00 AM

6:00 AM

8:40 PM

6:00 PM

M5D

24

Close Approach Range during Transitions are Closer to Bennu than Baseline

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015

AND

PHASE ANGLES

Radius (km)

Phase Angle

REORDER RANGE

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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3:00 PM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M5D

M5D Radius=3.65 km
M5D Magnitude =7.85 cm/s
M5D Solar Offpoint =53.0 deg
Transfer Minimum Range = 3.65 km
M6D Radius = 7.01 km
M6D Magnitude = 5.74 cm/s
M6D Solar Offpoint = 56.1 deg

M6D

M5D

M6D

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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3:20 AM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M7D

M7D Radius=6.99 KM
M7D Magnitude =9.1 cm/s
M7D Solar Offpoint =62 deg
Transfer Periapsis Radius=2.5 km
M8D Radius =7.50 km
M8D Magnitude =7.2 cm/s
M8D Solar Offpoint =62 deg
M7D

M8D

M8D

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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12:30 PM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M9D

M9D Radius=7.52 km
M9D Magnitude =8.56 cm/s
M9D Solar Offpoint =76 deg
Transfer Periapsis Radius=3.3 km
M10D Radius =6.92 km
M10D Magnitude =7.97 cm/s
M10D Solar Offpoint = 69 deg
M9D

M10D

M10D
FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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10:00 AM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M11D

M11D Radius=6.92 km
M11D Magnitude =9.02 cm/s
M11D Solar Offpoint =54 deg
Transfer Periapsis Radius=3.8 km
M12D Radius =6.97 km cm/s
M12D Magnitude =9.03 cm/s
M12D Solar Offpoint =55 deg
M11D

M12D

M12D

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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6:00 AM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M13D

M13D Radius=6.99 km
M13D Magnitude =8.65 cm/s
M13D Solar Offpoint =67 deg
Transfer Periapsis Radius=4.0 km
M14D Radius =7.26 km
M14D Magnitude =8.73 cm/s
M14D Solar Offpoint =72 deg
M13D

M14D

M14D
FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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8:40 PM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M15D

M15D Radius=7.29 km
M15D Magnitude =8.04 cm/s
M15D Solar Offpoint =61 deg
Transfer Periapsis Radius=2.2 km
M16D Radius =7.46 km
M16D Magnitude =7.87 cm/s
M16D Solar Offpoint =64 deg
M15D

M16D

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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6:00 PM DETAILED SURVEY STATION
M17D Radius=7.44 km
M17D Magnitude =8.38 cm/s
M17D Solar Offpoint =93 deg
Transfer Periapsis Radius=4.3 km
M18D Radius =7.25 km
M18D Magnitude =8.33 cm/s
M18D Solar Offpoint =91 deg

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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ORBIT RECAPTURE SEQUENCE
M0B Radius=7.23 km
M0B Magnitude =6.36 cm/s
M0B Solar Offpoint =81 deg
M1B Radius =13.8 km
M1B Magnitude =14.38
M1B Solar Offpoint =89 deg

FDS WEEKLY 7/9/2015
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CONCLUSION
• Reorder of Detailed Survey Stations is Possible.
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